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Implementation of Institutional Student Module Feedback System 

A. Strategic Context 

Student Module Feedback is a questionnaire produced for every student on every taught module 

they undertake within the University.  The evaluation questionnaires provide students with an 

opportunity to comment on various aspects of their modules, e.g. content, structure, presentation, 

workload, and provision of resources and give staff evaluation information with which to enhance 

the module. 

 

1. This project will provide an institutional system for module feedback from students as recommended by 

the previous DCSC Institutional Approach to Module Evaluation Project (00180) as per endorsement 

from Education Strategy Committee’s Surveys and Metrics Working Group.   

 

2. A key deliverable from the previous DCSC-funded project was a set of clear, evidence-based 

recommendations to progress an appropriate solution for institutional module evaluation, taking into 

account recommendations from the previous working group (2011/12), 1 lessons learned from the 

EvaSys pilot conducted at Strathclyde in 2016/17 and consultation across the wider University.  These 

were endorsed by the Learning Enhancement Committee, Surveys and Metrics Working Group, Deputy 

Associate Principals for Learning and Teaching and all 4 Faculty Vice-Deans (Academic) and include 

the following.   

 

 The institution should refer to Student Module Feedback rather than Module Evaluation to clarify 

the purpose and more accurately represent the process.   

 A system to provide a standard, consistent approach for student module feedback is required at 

institutional level, for both undergraduate and postgraduate students.   

 The system should be used by all Departments and Schools at Strathclyde, managed as a central 

service in terms of provision, support, curation of core questions and question banks, scheduling 

and reporting.   

 Existing methodologies for student module feedback should be supported with a new system.   

 Student Module Feedback should be carried out electronically 

 An institutional student module feedback system should be phased in over a 2-year period at 

Strathclyde alongside refined accompanying methodology and policy which will both be 

developed concurrently as part of ongoing business within Education Enhancement under the 

leadership of strategic education committees. 

 Change will be managed for the transition from current methods to adoption of the new 

institutional approach.   

 The solution must be available via and integrated with the University’s Moodle-based VLE 

Myplace.   

 The procurement process to determine the choice of platform to best deliver the Student Module 

Feedback System should be informed by the Requirements Specification delivered as part of the 

previous project (Faculties represented by Dr Phil Riches, Engineering; Dr Lizann Bonnar, HASS; 

Ms Gillian Pallis, Business and Dr Debbie Willison, Science) and endorsed by the University’s 

Surveys and Metrics Working Group in April 2018 – see Appendix C for details of key 

requirements used for the options appraisal exercise also conducted as part of the previous 

project.   

                                                           
1 http://classes.myplace.strath.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=17823 

http://classes.myplace.strath.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=17823
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 Student Module Feedback guidance for staff should be developed in relation to effective practice, 

e.g. response rate targets to achieve statistically representative samples, guidance for interpreting 

results taking into account bias and the nature/content of modules.    

 Reporting requirements for students should be taken into account, via reporting of results to them 

and staff commentary/response to student module feedback.   

 

3. As per the previous project, the drivers for an institution-wide approach to module feedback for students 

were previously identified by the Surveys and Metrics Working Group and reported to the Learning 

Enhancement Committee and Education Strategy Committee.   

 Recognition of experience in benchmark institutions, including adoption of external evaluation 

systems. 

 Requests from the Students’ Association, StrathUnion, to clarify the institution-wide approach to 

module evaluation. 

 Feedback and comments raised in committees (Quality Assurance Committee and Learning 

Enhancement Committee) and at a number of recent NSS Forums. 

 Positive feedback following demonstration of commercial module evaluation software ‘EvaSys’. 

 Perceived lack of clarity on evaluation at module level and the wider fit between evaluation and 

quality assurance and enhancement. 

 Potential to link with wider digital education and related developments: Module and Programme 

reporting, Myplace, SIMS, Learning Analytics. 

 Potential to support institutional objective to demonstrate consistency in scrutiny of learning and 

teaching across all disciplinary areas, as part of our Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) Institution 

Led Review of learning and teaching. 

 

4. It will support delivery of the University Strategic Plan in the following areas: 

 Outstanding student experience: 

 A key system for student feedback to enable data-informed enhancement of our 

provision to students, underpinning our vision for 2015-2020 as a leading international 

technological University.   

 Frequent rich source of student feedback to complement other data, such as the NSS 

(National Student Survey) and PTES (Postgraduate Taught Experience Survey) results 

and provide business intelligence and insight into the student experience and 

satisfaction.   

 This system for module feedback from students will enable implementation of a 

consistent student experience across all classes, regardless of Department/School or 

Faculty with equity of opportunity for feedback for both online and distance learners.   

 A solution for students to provide feedback on modules which allows staff to understand 

and respond to student feedback will contribute positively to the overall student 

experience at the University.   

 Closing the feedback loop with students, a means of effectively and consistently 

presenting results to students alongside a response to their feedback.   

 

 Operational excellence: 

 A uniform solution for use across the University will remove the need for development 

and maintenance of multiple systems in different departments and schools and replace 

paper based systems.   

 A solution for students to provide feedback on modules which allows staff to understand 

and respond to student feedback will contribute positively to the provision of excellent 

teaching at the University.   
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 A solution for institutional level module evaluation will allow viewing and analysis of 

aggregate data at department/school, faculty and University level for enhancing 

education and learning design as well as aiding education focused management and 

decision making.   

B. Anticipated Benefits 

5. The anticipated benefits of this project are as follows: 

 Supporting the University’s data-led approach to enhancement and decision-making by providing 
greater understanding of student feedback and its impact on the student experience and the 
profile of the University, e.g. module evaluation is an indicator of student satisfaction, alongside 
other mechanisms such as the National Student Survey (NSS).  Providing an opportunity to 
explore potential for further analysis to support academic activity in Departments/Schools. 

 Efficiency benefits 

o The previous project identified up to 10 out of 25 Departments/Schools currently 
employing a paper-based approach, some with resource allocated to transcribe free 
text comments. This project will replace time consuming manual processes such as 
printing, collecting and scanning/transcribing paper-based questionnaires.   

o There are benefits for staff who will be provided with standardised reports, e.g. at 
module and programme level, removing the need for separate data compilation and 
allowing for timely analysis and reporting, for example shortening the feedback loop to 
students 

o Resource efficiencies resulting from a co-ordinated approach on the same platform 

with regards to system configuration, maintenance and support as the new system 

would be replacing multiple systems and manual approaches. 

 

 Provision of new functionality, identified from various sources as an institutional requirement for 
which there is currently no provision, i.e. the capability for monitoring and analysis of student 
module feedback and aggregate reporting at all required levels for internal and year on year 
comparisons.   

 Supporting our institutional objective to demonstrate consistency in scrutiny of learning and 
teaching across all disciplinary areas, as part of our Institution Led Review and the QAA 
Enhancement Led Institutional Review (ELIR) of learning and teaching. 

 Responding to internal demand from staff and student stakeholders for clarity and consistency in 
relation to module evaluation. 

 Solution for management reporting and business intelligence in relation to student feedback on 
modules across Programmes.   

 Assisting with interpretation and presentation of data. 

 Addressing future requirements for internal comparison benchmarking.  

C. Project Objectives 

6. Procure student module feedback system. 

7. Pilot student module feedback system in conjunction with Departments/Schools.  

8. Define business processes to support the institutional operational management of student module 

feedback system.   
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9. Configure the system to enable implementation of the Strathclyde approach to student module 

feedback. 

10. Integrate the system with Myplace (MOODLE) to provide, mediated access through Myplace via single 

sign on authentication and accurate class list cohort targeting. 

11. Manage engagement with Departments/Schools for adaptation; this will be done via existing channels 

such as STEP sessions for Myplace and Learning and Teaching Improvement Forums.   

12. Make available institution-wide for phased adoption at Strathclyde. 

13. By end of Phase 2, the system will be fully adopted by a minimum of 60% of undergraduate classes 
from Departments/Schools where no central consistent electronic system is already in use to ensure 
benefits of the central system are realised. 

14. By the end of Phase 3, the system will be fully adopted by a minimum of 90% of undergraduate classes 
and Postgraduate taught from Departments/Schools where no central consistent electronic system is 
already in use to ensure benefits of the central system are realised.        

15. By the end of Phase 3, the system will be fully adopted by a minimum of 50% of undergraduate classes 
from Departments/Schools where a previous central system is already in use to ensure benefits of the 
central system are realised.        

D. Scope – Included 

16. Preparation and evaluation of tender. 

17. Change management for business processes. 

18. GDPR, data processing contract requirements and Data Protection Impact Assessment. 

19. Use of system for any UG or PG class at the University of Strathclyde. 

20. System to allow wider reflection at module and programme level. 

21. Aggregate reporting from module level up to institutional level, linking to NSS results and other 

management reporting.     

22. Scope and quantify configuration, customisation, implementation, business change and staff 

development requirements for each option to allow true appraisal.   

E. Scope – Excluded 

23. Policy – project is dependent on development of new policy and guidelines, but development of these is 

not in project scope.  E.g. sharing of data and the visibility of responses to management within 

Departments/Schools and the University.  This will be undertaken under the leadership of Education 

Strategy Committee.     

24. Further analysis to support academic activity in Departments/Schools supported by Education 

Enhancement and other professional services. 

25. Time from academics for participation is out of scope as module feedback processes do currently take 

place and will continue to do so whether as part of this project or via an existing method.   

26. Internal benchmarking at this stage.   

27. External benchmarking for module feedback. 
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28. Use of system for other surveys and as a personal response system (PRS) although this may be looked 

at in the future.  (NB PRS tools currently in use are ‘MeToo’ in HASS and Mentimeter in Business.)   

F. Proposed Project Delivery Approach 

29. The PMO Handbook for Project Managers will be used to manage delivery of the project.  The project 

will reporting regularly to the University’s Surveys and Metrics Working Group, chaired by Project 

Sponsor, Brian Green (Deputy Associate Principal for Learning and Teaching).   

30. The project will be delivered in a phased approach to manage and support the change process from 

local systems and solutions to a central managed institutional system. 

31. New processes will be developed and refined over the three phases of the project.  

32. Project staff will be based within Education Enhancement, with expertise drawn from the Student 

Surveys team and the Myplace development team, supported by colleagues undertaking policy and 

methodology development work reporting the relevant strategic education committees and working 

groups and working in collaboration with stakeholders from the wider University community, including 

Vice-Deans (Academic) or their nominated representatives.   

33. The project will be led by Education Enhancement and will report to the ISC and the Surveys and 

Metrics Working Group. 

G. Project Delivery Structure 

34. Project Board: 

 Project Sponsor:  Brian Green, Deputy Associate Principal for Learning and Teaching and Chair 

of University Surveys and Metrics Working Group 

 Project Manager: Lesley Cram, Education Enhancement   

 Senior Customer: Scott Walker, Deputy Head of Education Enhancement 

 Senior Supplier: Caroline Breslin, Learning Enhancement Manager, Education Enhancement 

(SEES) 

 Procurement representative: Neil Grant, Senior Procurement Specialist, Procurement (TBC) 

 IS representative – Catherine McMillan, Deputy Director Information Services & Head of IT 

Services, Information Services 

 PMO representative: Nicola Smith, Head Of Programme Management Office, Information 

Services 

 Academic working group representative: Dr Phil Riches, Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of 

Engineering 

 StrathUnion Representative: TBC 

   

35. Project Team: 

 Project Manager: Lesley Cram 

 Project Assistant/Survey Administrator: New Post  

 Business Expert - Reporting & Staff Development: New Post 

 Senior Supplier: Caroline Breslin 

 Technical Analyst Developer: Michael Hughes 

 
36. Key Stakeholders: 

 Surveys and Metrics Working Group Members 
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 Assessment & Feedback Working Group 

 Vice Deans (Academic) 

 Students 

 StrathUnion 

 Procurement 

 Strategy and Policy 

H. Project Delivery Plan 

37. Dependencies:  

 Policy and methodology development undertaken under the leadership of Education Strategy 

Committee 

 Stakeholder engagement. 

 Scheduling of Myplace development for integration  

38. Assumptions:  

 The Student module feedback system will be a cloud-based software as a service solution 

where the system and data are hosted in the cloud, requiring no additional infrastructure 

resources. 

 Access to system will be mediated access through integration with Myplace providing single sign 

on authentication and class/module cohort generation. 

 Student module feedback system will be accessible via mobile devices 

 Procurement of a system includes provision of training and consultancy services covering: 

 Deployment services (setup, integration and configuration);  

 Service administration;  

 Questionnaire and report development. 

 Project team available as per specified FTE in business case. 

Delivery stages: 

39. Pre-procurement – finalise statement of requirements, informed by the requirements specification (see 

Appendix C) and options appraisal developed as part of the previous project.    

40. GDPR, data processing contract requirements and Data Protection Impact Assessment – e.g. 

requirements for location of storage of data.   

41. Procurement - Tender process undertaken in accordance with the Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 

2014 and Procurement (Scotland) Regulations 2016. The tender process builds on the comprehensive 

scoring work undertaken as part of the preceding options appraisal. Following discussions with 

Procurement the plan for a 6 month tender process from January until June 2019 was confirmed as a 

realistic proposal.  (Reference meeting with University Senior Procurement Specialist on 16th November 

2018)                                

42. Pre-recruitment – finalising job descriptions and appointments approval. 

43. Recruitment  

44. Initial engagement – dissemination of project information and policy/guidelines development under 

leadership of education committees.  Identify participants for Phase 1.   

45. Ongoing Engagement – staff and student engagement activities, phased alongside project activities and 

milestones, which will include case studies of business improvements achieved as a result of adoption.   
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46. Initial deployment and availability of the system including project team training and familiarisation 

activities. 

47. System integration with Myplace and testing including access via mobile devices and 

usability/configuration of module survey settings and options. 

 

48. Phase 1 – Implementation of system with a limited number of modules across the university with offline 

information exchange and business processes. Review of phase 1 implementation and reporting at 

module level to refine business processes and configuration of the new system with the VLE, Myplace 

and access via mobile devices, and to identify case studies to support engagement and adoption.     

49. Phase 2 – Implementation of system with target modules/departments which currently do not make use 

of electronic systems (i.e. employ a paper based approach).  Review of phase 2 implementation and 

reporting at both module and aggregated departmental reporting at programme level.  At this stage, 

inter-department/school reporting at programme level will be investigated. Offline business processes 

may be required to allow exchange of information. 

50. Phase 3 – Implementation of system at department/school level.  This phase will support 

adoption/migration by departments and schools, which currently make use of existing local systems.   

51. Transition to business as usual.   

 

Gantt Chart 

  
 

39.1 Stage 1 Key Milestones described: 

 

a. Pre-procurement – December 2018 – January 2019 – finalised statement of requirements 
b. GDPR, data processing contract requirements and Data Protection Impact Assessment – 

January-March 2019 
c. Procurement – contracts agreed – January-June 2019 
d. Pre-recruitment – job descriptions agreed and ATAs approved – December 2018-January 2019 
e. Recruitment – job offers accepted – January-April 2019 
f. Initial engagement – phase 1 participants agreed – January-June 2019 
g. Initial deployment and availability of the system– June 2019 
h. System integration with Myplace and testing including access via mobile devices and 

usability/configuration of module survey settings and options – June-August 2019 

i. Complete planning for phase one and two – April-June 2019 

j. Systems integrated, configured and tested – June-August 2019   
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39.2 Stage 2 Key Milestones described: 

 

a. Ongoing engagement: availability of staff development sessions – August-October 2019  

b. Phase 1 of institutional adoption – August-December 2019 

c. Phase 1 review and update of process and usability/configuration August 2019-January 2020 

d. Phase 2 of institutional adoption – January 2020 – June 2020 

i. Fully adopted by a minimum of 60% of undergraduate modules from 

Departments/Schools where no central consistent electronic system is already in use. 

e. Phase 2 review – April 2020 – July 2020 

f. Phase 3 of institutional adoption – August 2020 – June 2021 

i. Fully adopted by a minimum of 90% of undergraduate classes and postgraduate 
modules from Departments/Schools where no central consistent electronic system is 
already in use. 

ii. Full fully adopted by a minimum of 50% of undergraduate classes from 
Departments/Schools where a previous central system is already in use to ensure 
benefits of the central system are realised.        

g. Phase 3 review & update of process & configuration May 2021 – July 2021 

 

39.3 Stage 3 Key Milestones described: 

 

h. Plan handover to business as usual – May 2021-July 2021 

i. Close down project – July 2021 

I. Key Risks to the Success of the Project: 

Risk description Effect if the risk is realised 
Prob-
ability 

Impa
ct 

Risk 
rating 

1. Lack of stakeholder 
engagement 

Uninformed requirements specification 
which will be incomplete or 
inappropriate, leading to inappropriate 
recommendations and project outputs 
not fit for purpose 

1 5 Medium 

2. Unable to recruit Insufficient staff to complete project on 
time and re-baseline of delivery would 
be required 

3 3 Medium 

3. Staff availability to deliver 
project 

The primary resources to deliver the 
project are new recruits. The key 
project team resources exist within 
Education Enhancement and their 
schedule of existing and planned 
priorities have been taken into account 
and adjusted where necessary to 
accommodate the resourcing of this 
key strategic project. 

2 3 Low 

4. Staff and student acceptance  A lack of acceptance by staff and 
students could potentially result in poor 
response rates. Time set aside by staff 
in class has been proven to be the 
most reliable method of capturing 
student response.  

1 3 Low 

5. Governance for adoption Low rate of adoption within 
Departments/Schools 

1 3 Low 
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52. Timely communication with faculties/departments will mitigate risk 1 and 3 above.  The project will 

report to the University’s Surveys and Metrics Working Group, therefore regular formal communication 

will take place.    

53. Project engagement activities for staff and students as well as policy and guidelines will mitigate risk 4 

above, e.g. time set aside by staff in class has been proven to be the most reliable method of capturing 

student response.  The risk of lack of student engagement will also be mitigated by having StrathUnion 

Exec membership on the Project Board.   

54. Having a Deputy Associate Principal for Learning and Teaching as Project Sponsor will mitigate risks 4 

and 5 above.  DAP Brian Green is also chair of the University’s Surveys and Metrics Working group.   

J. Resource Requirements 

55. Estates Space Requirements: 

 There are no additional space requirements for this project. 

 Estates costs for the project are calculated on a monthly basis against the estimated staffing 

profile and are based on the FTE rates found in section K, Project Budget.  

 See Appendix B for financial source figures. 

 

 

48. Estimated Staffing Profile  

 

 

K. Project Budget 

Summary Project Costs by Budget Year 

Budget Year 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 Sub-Total 

Core Funding  £         35,464   £         21,740   £         22,283   £         79,487  
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Department Funding  £           3,661   £         10,113   £           9,743   £         23,516  

New Funding Required £       £16,170    £     **232,953  £      **147,624 £       **396,747  

Estimated FEC **From £437,750 
to  £499,750 

**Subject to procurement 

 

Summary Project Costs by Spending Category 

Item Core Funding Department 
Funding 

New Funding 
Required 

Internal Staff Hours 
£         79,487  

 
 

  
£       223,747  

 

External Suppliers       

Hardware       

Software 
    

**From £111K to 
£173K 

Materials and Equipment   £1,600    

Training*       

Estates and Indirect Costs   £         23,516    

Project Running Costs       

Sub-Totals 
 £         79,487   £         25,116  

 **From £343K to    
£397K  

*Excludes internal Trainer costs because they are captured in “Internal Staff Hours” 

** Subject to procurement 

L. Delivery Options  

49. Do Nothing (impact if the project is not approved): 

 

a. If the project is not approved and work on student module feedback does not progress at 

institutional level, then academic departments and schools will remain responsible for module 

evaluation at local level, but there will be no central solution.  As there is currently no uniform 

approach, a wide variety of solutions and approaches are used, meaning the student experience 

can be inconsistent across classes. 

b. From a University management perspective, there will be no way to view aggregate module 

evaluation data across all classes at Department/School, Faculty and University level.   

 

 

50. Delay (impact if the start date is delayed): 

 

a. If the start date is delayed, the initial small scale pilot will not take place in the current 2018-19 

academic year, meaning actions based on them cannot be planned for the start of the next 

academic year and the first phase of institutional implementation could be delayed into 2020-21.   

 

51. Other Solutions Considered: 
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a. As part of the previous project, an options appraisal was carried out which considered use of 

existing internal systems at Strathclyde.  The chosen solution emerged as the preferred solution 

to inform development of this business case.   

Appendix A:  Detailed Budget Breakdown 

 Internal Staff Project Costs 

Item Grade FTE Months Core 
Funding 

New 
Funding 
Required 

Project Sponsor S 0.05 32 £   14,303.87   

Senior Supplier 8 0.1 32 £   19,209.23    

Project Manager 8 0.2 32 £   28,546.25   

Project Assistant/Survey 
Administrator 

6 1 28  £110,384.33 

Business Expert – Reporting & 
Staff Development 

7 1 24  £117,181.33 

Technical Analyst 8 0.1 16 £   17,427.78   

Key Stakeholder consultation 
time 

    
 

Sub-Totals  
                

 £      79,487  
 

£227,566  

 

External Suppliers, including External Training Costs 

Supplier Type  
(and name if known) 

Nature of work to be completed Estimated Costs 
(incl. VAT) 

   

Total 0 

 

Hardware, Software, Materials and Equipment (including internal training materials) 

Item Description Estimated Costs 
(incl. VAT) 

Module Evaluation 
Platform (cloud solution) 

 Up to £173,000 

Total 0 
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Appendix B:  Source Figures for Financial Calculations 

52. Estates and Indirect Rates have been produced in conjunction with Finance: 

a. They are updated in July of each year as part of the annual budgeting process. 

b. Indirect costs are primarily based on the annual professional services per capita rates. These 

are calculated on an agreed basis which allocates out costs based on the users of each of the 

services.  

c. Estates costs are based on a shared office accommodation space of 7m2 per person, as per the 

University’s Space Management Policy, and the 2018/19 per capita rate for general office space 

(type 1).  

d. Key stakeholders are not included in the calculations for Indirect and Estates costs.  

 

53. The following Estates and Indirect Rates were calculated based on the 2018/19 budget: 

a. Estates – generic – £2,024 per FTE 

b. Indirect costs – £2,413 per FTE  

 

54. Representative Staffing Costs: 

Grade 2018 
Hourly Rate 

2018 
Daily Rate 

FTE 2018 FTE 2019 FTE 2020 

3 £16.15 £121.11 £26,644 £27,310 £27,992 

4 £18.71 £140.30 £30,866 £31,637 £32,428 

5 £22.49 £168.65 £37,103 £38,030 £38,981 

6 £27.77 £208.29 £45,823 £46,968 £48,142 

7 £34.29 £257.14 £56,571 £57,985 £59,435 

8 £42.30 £317.23 £69,790 £71,534 £73,322 

9 £49.72 £372.86 £82,030 £84,080 £86,182 

10 £55.17 £413.75 £91,025 £93,300 £95,633 

Senior Staff £63.22 £474.19 £104,321 £106,929 £109,601 

 

 

55. These representative salary costs have been calculated in the following way: 

a. Grades 3 to 10 are based on the USS Salary Scales and Costs table at 1st April 2018 

spreadsheet produced by Finance.   

b. Costs for senior posts are based on representative figures provided by Finance. 

c. An inflation rate of 2.5% has been used to calculate salary costs from 1st April 2019 and 1st April 

2020. 

d. Units for calculations are based on: 

i. 1 day = 7.5 hours / 1 year = 220 days 

ii. 1 week = 37.5 hours / 1 year = 44 weeks 

iii. 1 year = 1650 hours 



 
 

Appendix C:  Institutional Approach to Module Evaluation: Key Requirements 

for Options Appraisal  

A full requirements specification was developed as part of the previous project, Institutional 

Approach to Module Evaluation by the project team, with faculties represented by Dr Phil 

Riches, Engineering; Dr Lizann Bonnar, HASS; Ms Gillian Pallis, Business and Dr Debbie 

Willison, Science.  It was endorsed by the University’s Surveys and Metrics Working Group 

in April 2018 

Based on this, the key requirements below were compiled specifically for the options 

appraisal exercise conducted.  These will be used to inform the statement of requirements 

for the procurement exercise to be carried out in 2019.   

1. General requirements 

1.1 Low-barrier to students completing evaluations, e.g. non-authenticated access, 

tokenised access URLs, personalised links/emails, delivery via multiple channels (web, 

mobile, paper) 

1.2 Minimal set up and processing tasks for staff, e.g. manual collation of response data, 

compilation of standard analysis,  

1.3 Complementary to other Student Voice mechanisms, e.g. institutional level surveys 

2. Integration   

2.1 Supports linking to external data for configuration (e.g. class catalogue for staff-class 

permissions) 

2.2 Integration with Moodle-based VLE, Myplace at point of use for both staff and students 

3. Questions 

3.1 Small core set of questions applicable across most modules  

3.2 Ability to define staff that may remove and add to core question set 

3.3 Question bank with questions that can be used/adapted as necessary under different 

categories, e.g. (Organisation & Management, Teaching, Assessment & Feedback, 

Learning Resources, Demonstrators & Tutors, Student Participation, Future of the Class 

3.4 Ability to add new questions 

4. Data Collection  

4.1 Provision to collect responses from students for one or many modules 

4.2 Provision to allow anonymous responses from students 

4.3 Functionality to remind non-respondents to participate 

4.4 Multiple modes should be available to students; PC, phone, mobile app 
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5. Timing  

5.1 Option to allow students to provide feedback at any point in the semester 

5.2 Option to issue a standard questionnaire at multiple points in the semester 

5.3 Option for automatic open and close dates on module evaluation questionnaires 

5.4 Option to review response rates in real time 

6. Module Reporting 

6.1 Instant standard report at module level available 

6.2 Customisable reporting  

6.3 Ability to share analysis with students 

6.4 Ability to share analysis with student class reps 

6.5 Ability to quickly and easily respond to evaluation comments, closing the feedback loop 

6.6 Paper free-text comments to be available in scanned electronic format by module 

6.7 Ability to match open text comments against other questions 

7. Aggregate Reporting 

7.1 Option to review if/how many evaluations are being issued over terms and academic 

years 

7.2 Option to review response rates at module, Department/School, Faculty & Institutional 

level 

7.3 Customisable reporting 

7.4 Reporting for the same class over a defined period of time 

7.5 Analysis of results available at module level and across modules, programmes, year 

groups, departments/schools, Faculties and staff 

8. Permissions Control 

8.1 Class results and analysis to be directly available to module & teaching staff (i.e. not 

through Head of Department or Director of Teaching and Learning) 

8.2 Defined permissions, e.g. head of department, Directory of Learning & Teaching and 

other nominated staff in addition to module academic & teaching staff 

9. Exclusions  

9.1 Specific functionality not considered as a requirement 

9.2 No functionality to benchmark with other institutions is required.   

9.3 No functionality to integrate responses for staff with ADR system is required.  Module 

evaluation should not be tied into the ADR process; however, the data should be 

available should staff wish to use it for this purpose for their own ADRs. 

9.4 No functionality to block class pages on VLE to non-respondents  

 


